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Homeopathy, the author contends, goes well with the holistic health movement and holds the promise of making 
necessary medicines available to all. , . : . 

HOMOEOPATHv" is today's medicine because ii offers a another ruling class which: enables the society to develop - 
· way out from the situation the people in need of medicine further: If, againbecause of the I_cvd or development of the __ -lJ 
face: One of these problems is the cost. Treatment has society, .such a class has not emerged which could withstand 
become terribly co~tly, forcing an overwhelming majority of persecution, it leads to various kinds of distortions in the 
people to suffer ·helplessly or succumb · to diseases, existing hotly of knowledge of the society and to an ever 
Homoeopathic treatment is much cheaper .. The manufacture increasing difficulty in procuring the means of life from 
of these drugs does not involve the kind of technology which surrouadings, to maintain its existence and that of tl0t1b .--.. 
would lead Jo monopoly and consequently to cost escalation, ing class. If the natural surrounding of such a society is boun 
Besides, the action of homoeopathic drugs does not depend ti fut, it manages to keep itself alive despite its stagna~ and 
on the quantity of drugs administered but on potency and consequent distortions in its -consciousness; if nots such 
higher the potency, the less there is of the medicinal matter· · societies must perish leaving the marks of their existence on 
in it. And one of its basic principles is to keep the dose of history . 

. the medicine to the minimum. . An individual's response to the problems faced has 
Homoeopaths prescribe drugs on totality of symptoms. elements of both universalityand particularity. Universality, 

This saves the ordeal of going through surgical operations because the basic problem sought. to be solved and the tools 
in most cases. Its principles for treating agroup of symptoms of enquiry at a specific stage of development arc universal. 
have been tried and'tested in the last 175 years and its struc- Particularly, because the answers lo these problems are in 
ture is such that new information can continually be incor- terms of .what is available either from nature or from what 
porated into the existing body of knowledge. And the logic is inherited from previous generations. Hence the element 
behind these principles is such that it avoids logical contradic- of particularity is to a minimum level in primitive societies. 
tions of other systems of treatment by elevating the concepts It is for this reason that different societies-existing at dif- 
of health, disease and cure to a level where these contradic- ferent points of time and space and drawing the necessary - -~ 
tions do not operate. means of life in a similar method and ways tend to enquire 

In an societies and in all ages, humanbeings face con- into the problems they face in similar ways and arrive at 
crere problems and is oppressed by them. Consequently, they similar answers. At a certain point of time and space, ifthere 
endeavour to solve them and .to understand them. The · is a change in a society's methods and ways of procuring the 
understanding of the problem is crucially dependant on the necessary means of life, its ideas about.the problem it faces, 
cools that they possess including the power of abstraction. its tools ofenquiry and theanswers it advances for its solu 
'Both these tools and power of abstraction crucially depend · . tion too change, in.the main. But societies where·this change 
on the state of development of the society. Within this Iimita- has not taken place continue to live in theold ways with their 
tion, there is yet another [imitation: that of the class nature old idt>::tS. . . 't 

of the problems.and following from it the class nature of H 1. h d f d. f . .
11 

• • fh b -Yif\ 
the solution advanced. If the problem of study stems from · ea t ~n · · -r~~ ~i:1 rom 1 ness is ~ne O · t. e m~st asic"_:; 
t.l I d f ti ·1· I s d th solution to 1·t does · human needs. Primitive response to this need 1s universallv · ~- 1e c ass nee s o 1e ru mg c as an · e ,, · . · · . . . . . . · 
not question the beliefs and ideas justifying the existence and magical, It _co?Id not but be so. For II was a long time before 

· the. rivileaes of the rulin class, the individual studying these. h~mar.i_ socieues coul_d even pose the probl~m P.r?p~rly and 
bpi · - d ct· • • g I t' . · ·t· did' not possess even the elementary tools to enqmre mto th.c pro ems an .a vancmg s0 u ions get support, recogm 10n . · . . · . 'f 
d. 1 r h 1· J If th · b t' d problem. Later, as e."l:penence accumulated abstract. ions .o an , g ory , rom t e ru mg c ass. · ese · ases arc ques 10ne , . .- . 

. such individuals incur the wrath of the ruling classes and . experience as b:l.1efs an~ theories were put forward. ~cn~e 
. arc dealt with accordingly. If the questions studied and.the We see the_ SP,routmg 0fd1fferent systems of lreat~e~t 111 d1~ 
answers advanced. are such as do not interest the ruling ferent SOi!tet1es. -Som~ of these system~ have survived, to this 

,classes, howsoever beneficial they may be to the advancement day althou~h: th~~ could not. rci:iam _unaf~ected by _the 

E,·. · · · /h 1·. th · I · ct· t"JJ 1 ·• ,development of science and, Iog1c ett.hcr m their own society o. t re soc1etv as aw o e, ose are s1mp y ignore · 1 a c ass . . ..-- . t' h . . .. . h 
- c mes to rec~g~ise their usefulness, either as the ruling class or m otuer. socie. !~5 t ey came m contact wit · · ~ 
of the day or as a :class in "struggle against the ruling class Besides, the hu~an°end_eavour to fulfill health needs and ~ ·:il·-- 
.for supremacy and power. It goes without saying that discover cures-for illncs~ directs enqpiric.~ into various aspects. 
societies whose ruling dass in certain periods of time either of the probleip including·the ~hmnai-i qody, catlse of disease,- 
suppresses such ,studies and solutions of th~ problems or· effects of drugs; hygiene, etc. The answers to all thesf! ques-:;

1 ignores them is condemned to stagnate and degenerate. tions must be limited b~·· the tools available and must at th~ 
-Historically, we· see two types of development that take place sam~ ti~e reflect curre~t beliefs. including 0taboos. Besides'. 
in-societies condemned in this way, depending upon the level the less. developed the tools, the greater the grip of beliefs 
of development of the society in question. ff 'because.of the ·and taboos. On the other hand, the greater ~he stakes behind 

'_ 'development, such a class has emerged in the society which these .beliefs and taboos, the greater the force ,,•ith which they 
could wi1hs1and perse.cution, the fask of developing society are de(ended. H~nce any of the system's .of treatment needs 
drives many individuals to take up such study notwilhstan- tobe cv.aluated for its objectMty, not on the basis of its own 
ding the persecutions. The ruling class is then ~cplaced by 'theories' and beliefs, ~ot on particl}lnrs, but o·n the basis 
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of science, op· the bas"i.s' of what 1s abstracted from 'the niedi;ines and ti1e wa.y mediciires-act and advanced several 
· particulars; the universal. . · hypotheses. which were later substantiated by different 

·. If we l~ok into the systems -of treatment practised in • branches or science, . . • _ 
·anci~nt civili.sations iike-the'one in'India (Ayurveda); China . In ,!:lahneniann:s days therapeutlc practice was appaling. 
and Greece we findthat each identifies the cause of disease : Stuart Close says: 
differently. While Ayurveda identifies vayu, pitta, and kapha .Ideas which now seem abslird ,v.er~ then matters of the most 
as three dos has a disordered state of which-afflicts the body serious moment, and in t11eir' practical workingout often becai~1e 
with diseases of various-kinds the Chinese system identifies tragical, Blood letting, the outgrowth of one of·thcse false ~~cones 

"_-- 
1 

. . . ' . . · · affords a good example. The celebrated Bouvard, physician to 
~ the. balance _two opposmg J?nnc1ples-th: ya,!g ~n~ the · Louis xm; ordered his royalpatient forty seven bleedings, two 

ying-and an imbalance, therefore, meant diseases. Similarly hundred and fifteen empties or purgatives and three hundred and 
the Greeks believed that when the four ,!iumours-blood, · twelve clysters during 'the period of one year ... the death of 
phlegm, yellow bile· and black bile=-were in balance, there our own. George- Washington was undoubte~ly causedrby the 

__r@S-a;..State of health; when n_o·t, diseases resulted. Rome, _after repeatedb!ood-letti~g to which he'was subjected. He was almost 
- conquering Greece, based its system on Greek system bur completely exsanguinated (Close, 1979, -pp 28-29). 

· Roman physicians developed the system immensely, I' Nature of ~cientiffo Eucrti:iry 
._ . E:~~'cur.so!~glance at ~heir history reveals that th_e inner Sciencesrudies.nature in generaland wit!til'!' this univer- 
. v1tal1t_y of these systems which propelled them to acquire new . sality, the different aspects of nature, the particularities. AH 
.. experience a~d ?ropound_ theories 1s subsequently pla~u~d. scientific enquiry reflects natl!re more deeply;-tr&ly and com- 
The_ loss?~ :ital!ty of these s~st~ms re~ects the lo~~ of vitality pletely, But what exists in nature isrnatter in motion. Hence· 
of the civilisation and socieues which gave rise to the~e. what science studies isdifferent'forrns ofrnatter in rnotion.. 

·srstems. A period. of stag~a~ion _followe?. __ The rea·son JS. scientificjudgements and concepts relate to it and'therefore 
s1mpl~:_the :hen ru!mg cl~ss in all tliese soc1e_t1es ha~ beco~e .are. need~a to be ,placed <Jt different levels. . · . 
p~ras1_t~cal m _c?urse. ~fllme and theref?r: 1_ts relation with To illustrate the poillt: J'h!! simplest form qf .moti?n is 
sc'.ent'.f'.c enqm:y. h!1d b~~~me antagomst1c. ~ons_eq1.1ently,_ . ch~nge of pl,Ac.e-mechar-1ical motion. ~ut there is no s1:1ch 

. sc1ent1f1c enqmry wa_s discouraged and SC1ent1~ts were thing as motion 6f a·single body although motion towards 
- per~ecuted. This i? brilliantly underli_ned by D. · P. · a centre coinmoa to many bodies can be.trea·ted· as such .. But . 

Chattopadlzyarain_his works (Ch~ttopadhyay~, 1976, 1977). as soon 1}S a single body moves iO, a d_ire~tion other than 
European h1stonography describes the.period ?00-1400 . towards the centre. t"1e laws of falling ·,to which it was sub- - ·Jr-- A.O. as rhe Dark Ages of medicfne. Dissection.of the hufnan ject. underge1 ~odifica,tions:- · · 

boqy was prohibited. "The history of Europe in those days · a'. As laws of trajectories .and-'i-ead,to .reciprocal motion: 
is the;history of typhus and plague, of rats, lice and men. . . of several bodi~s. plenetaFy tnotioq,, equHibrium in·motion .. 
Th~_lack of scientific knowledge promoted superstition in itself. But the real result of this kind.of motion is ultimately . 
_me'd1cine. Saints were invok~d_for the curing of disease-S_t. the contact of moving bodi~s-'tl1ey fall into one another ... 
·c1arc:; for sore eyes, St: S~basttan for .plague, St. .~ppoloma b. As"laws of bodies hr,contact-oi:dinary mechanics, 
for toothache, etc (Nelson,' 1927). · Jiver.s, inclined'plane, etc. B'ut the effec·t ~f the contact is not 

. Science. having _been tabooed el_sew!ter~ Aral?ia came exhausted by these. Contact is •manifested directly in t\\'0 
'for:ward"to take science and medicine to"new heights. They forms: fr.icticin and'impact. Both nave Ihe 0proper,ty that at 

- ~·preserved GreC!)-ROmari wisdon:i, further developed if and certain degree of intensity and under cer"tain conditions, they 
7.enriched it ~virh_ new drugs. Their contrihutio!1 in the field ,produce aew effects like heat, so1:1nd,. electricity ... no longer 
)-0f pharr.nacology is grefH. Thtfsystem of medicinethey_gave mechanicaJI effects. . , . , , 
rise to· is knb,vn popularly as lJnani ~ystem. But later, their c. As science oft these forms·· o( motion..:..·physics. ;Ji,_, 
civiiisation and along }Vith iHh!'!ir medicine feilintq a period establishes the fact that UHder certain conditions,•they pass 
bf stagnation much as in other s'o.cieties and fm mostly tqe:· into one another and at certain cdegree. of i•nten~ity. which 

. -sam'e ·reasons. : . . · varies, according to the differel].t b_cidies set in. motion pro- : 
_ _:fhanJ.:s to the maturing ·Of merchant and inanu.facturing duce ·effects which t1ansceno physics, ;°changing the /ntemal• . 
capital in some societies, not only the persecution of sciefi- ;tructure of the .bodies-chemical effec.ts. · 
tists came to an end. but they began to receive state encourage- d. As science cif chemical nature a:nd:internalstrncture,o"f 
ment. Individuals came forward in µiany fields of activities bodies .. Its.task 6·econres to prepare these substances artificial 
.including-science, logic, medicine and so on, who could be ly and i,t subsequently _prepares. the ground for ·diale~tical ' 
·compared with Columbus in :their fields. Beginning with transition to the organ.ic sciences ... {l\·farx and Engels, 1953; 

,.,. ·(-c Frac~orius and Parac~lsus, a galaxy of physicians shed·~ew pp _342-43). . . · · . 
~~ light ·on vario1:1s aspects of the Jmn:ian body and diseases. · . We thus ·see that aU these branches of science· study .the 

Newton and Bacon widened {he horizon of human thought particularity of contr.ad,iction and are differentiated on tliis . 
-to an unprecedented level: Furtlrerdevelopm~nt of knowledge ve·ry basis. These contraqictions are rooted in _the objectiv~, 
~ca:'iue to depend crucially on the development of a~Jogic and world ai1d are independent of human wiH. An.d human 

- -"based on it the tlassification of the existing knowledge. In ttiinking is a subjec@e relfection of the objective world. But 
the .field of iooiogy, it was taken up by Cuvier and in the :human thought 111ay:or•i11ay not reflect the objective world 
. .field of pathology by his contemporary, Hahneinann,-the correctly. The cont.radiction bet,".een a correct and an in.cor 
fou.nder of homoeopathic sy~tem of treatment. But rect reflection of the same thing in nature gi\'CS, rise to another 
Hahnemann did much more than attempt to classify. type of contradiction~logical contradiction: Appearance of · 
diseases-he developect·a logic which put forward different a -logical contradiction- in human thinking ·m~ans that the 
c611cepts in rela.ti~n to diseases, cause of the diseases, thought is·not correct and development of ,thinking depends 
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upon its ·solution. But for· this, it must be separate.d from of the effect''. (Chattopadhyaya, 1976, p 477). B~t this prin 
dialectical contradictions-c-the contradictions existing ciple in itself ~ould not ha~e-taken Hahnemann beyond Hip-_· 

. independently in nature. But given the nature of J:iuman pocratcs, · As it' constituted a ·part of the complex whole he 
knowledge and the way it has advanced, logical contradic- was reasoning, it propelled him to go further and devise" 

. tions too are mistakenly treated.as dialectical contradictions suitable· means for its application. : · · 
.and pose difficulties for separating the two. Besides; it" can Allopathy and other. systems of medicine believe ehatthe 
be separated only on the oasis of practice. But the word prac- . cau~;ef'lhe disease must .be diagnosed before· to determine 
tice has io be understood clearly-it is-different from what proper treatments.But k~tlv,:ledge of the cause 9f the disease ~ 
can be termed as 'naive practicality'. For practice to be depends on the level of ·th_eory and th~ available tools of.- :.;.j}. 
correct; it has to be guided by theory and the latter inust investigation. A further deepening o( knowledge must 
correspond to the level at which the contradiction pperates.. therefore invalidate· old therapeutic: practice which is-only ·. 

· Consider an example. Euclidean geometry grew .out of" logical and sound. But the cause of the disease is too com- · 
practical activities spanning centuries. Its axioms and plex., Disease, like health! is .influenced by a number, of}aC-0 
theorems are still found correct and serve our needs. It served tors in complex combinations. This consfitutes a logical co1i- - 
Newton's needs as well when he was formulating his laws »tradiction and leads ro unsound therapeutic practice, ·James. 
of gravitation. Newton's laws of gravitation· are· one of the Krauss says: . - , . .. . ~ . 
greatest triumphs of science. But he could only describe It is impossible to know i111 the antecedent~ causative df.discasc 
gravitation, he could not explain it; limited as he. Was by, the COliS~{jucnts .... How then shall ':,Ve remove-or, palliate these 
level of science of his day Explaining it would require on effects-by medical substances? Here, Hahnemann steps in to ~.~y. 
the on; hand such fundarilental dvances as the develo _ 'remp~e the effects ~nd yo~ rem~vc the disease', We mu_sc apply. 

' a .. . · .. _P medicinalsubstances on the basis of knowledge of their .actua! 
m~nt of the ~oncept o~ ~elds, the creation of ~lect~odynam1c;s effects which we have ascertained and know. Disease effects are · 
and the theory of relativity, It would also require, on the other removeqj,y the application of medicines ha\'ing correSpQnding 
·h·and, a deeper appfoach to natural science, its methods and medicinal effects. Scic111ific comparison of disease d'(ects and· 
problems. But when one begins to explain gravitation, one ·medicinal cffec_ts for <J.pplication leads to t_he dia~nostic inferences 
simultaneously begins to see the contradiction inherent in of scieptific medicine, makes- scientific medicine P(?SSible (Krauss, 
both Euclidean geometry and -Newtonian mech~nics. This 1979• P 9)- · ' 
of course, does not · mean that Euclidean geometry or ·Besides, Hahnemann had observed the opposite .action·of 
Newtonian meGhanics are wrong; -the)( are very much cor- l;rge and sinaH dos~s of medicine. Ipecac in large.doses. 
rect within their own limits. The c'onfusion arises only when cause? nausea and von~iting arid in smafl doses, under c~~-; -~~ 
'their limits are violated. tain condition, cured it. This-h~ld good for a number 01' dnigf " 

then .jn ·use. This observation led him .oi-r the one hand ro 
anticipate what was later cjiscovered and fo"rmulated by th'e . 

•.., Ar.ndt-Schulz Jaw, an allopathic rule formut~ted towards tl_ie. 
Hahnemann lived in an age in which.he. could ask ques- end ofthe nineteenth cenwrv. On the other hand it led him 

tions arid provide answers only fo the hypothetical form; he to propound the theory of potentisation 0~ dyi~amiiacfon. 
could not back up. his h);pothe.sis with exact experiments, noc· Potent-isation i.s a pr0<.;css of dilution and vigqrou:-. :-.uc: 
co.uld he express himself in the exact language-and te~ms ·of,· cession at each· stage of· dilution. If the original medicinal 
sci.ence. The problem· was compounded for hi'm as· he substance is soluble in ethyl alcohol, ·the starti·ng poii:t is ,a 

. e_nquired into -c_omplex subject!; like-health, disease, cure, ac- concentrated solution called mother tincture {0)...lf it is noL , 
. uo~ of.drug$, etc. H~ .could bank only. on h~s p~w~r of obse:- · then it is t\turated with 99 paqs (in eentisimal and decir;Jr 
vauon and. abstraction and ~oul~ dra,~. but. little fro.~ h~s · scales.of dilution-resp.1:ctively) of·milk sugar. After this ii,iitifit 

_predcces_sors. T~e compc~ence w1~h-wli1c_h he founcte_d his tituration; one part qf this is· again titurat~~ ~,·ith- 99 or 9 
th_~ra~y IS amazmg. And 111 so ?omg, -~e ga,·?· .a new mt~r- . parts of milk sugar d"epe_~ding upon the scale. After third 
p_rt:111t1?n, of~_hese conce~ts, applied some ~f the knqwn P,:IJ1· tituration, he observed·, the medicinal substance ,becomes 
c1ples m-a different way and devel0_ped his syste?1 of cur~. soiubl~-: in alcohol.. [fituratimi's therefore· amkipate the · 
. It was Ha_hnemann who gave the name. allopathy to the de,•elopment of eolloid.chemistry.T It is rhen treated )ike solu 

system which was practised in hi$ time. In his time, quite li~,e ble substances and further dili1ted to reach h'igher P.Otencies. 
- the present, treatment generally proceeded on the principle Dalton's a·tomic theory and Avagadro's hy.potht,:i;is· \\'ere. 
that a disease or a symptbm of disease is cured by i.J&ing a known in Hahnemann's days. The atonrwas-not c<i:lnsidereci 
medicine that ·opposes the symptom, either' by direct sup- to be di°visible by' the former and aC:cording t9 tlre·,1:aib.-one 
pres.sion or. by}nduc_ing a reaction leading fo its suP.pressio_n. gram molec.ular ~veight .or any compouna or ,~leinent con~ 
Ev~n the descriptive.terms for drugs ·with prefix '"a!1ti" in- tained approximately 6\x· 1023.molecules.'Therefore,. if (;me_~::: 
di~ate ~heprinciple on which th~ are prescribed. He opposed . gral}l ipolec~lar weight of. any stibstance; say for c~ample~~?° 
th~s p_n~c~ple and called. his ~ystem !10!11.oeopathy. T,?e. b~s!~ '. :48.46 )~11m, of _s9cii.um.• ~~loride (natrum _muri~ti~u'm) 5s - 
pnnc1ple. of homoeqpathy 1s stated in a phrase: S1m1ha ·dissolved in 99 parr~.ci.f water then the sol\Jt1on will contam 
similibus curentur" cir "Like shall be treated by like''. . {j ~ IQ23. molecurei. If, one pari -of this solution is diluted;i_n 
Hahhe~ann was not the fi~st to propound this. idea. It. 99 parts of ~liter then .the ;91utiori wpuld. con!ain 6 x itP: · 

had been expressed by ihinkers and scientists from ancient. molecules afsuming that the solution is thorough-Ix mixed. 
times. He acknowledged his debt to Hippocrates, in whose· Secorid :dilution will ·leave 6 x 10i9• mbledules. lf we go·on . . . . ' , .... { . . 
.writiri'g the principle of "like:cur~s like'' appears. In ancie1it then?:i' stage ,~ill bei·reached when the number of molecules 
Indian philosophy ,y~ fil},d a simii~r reasoning advanced by present in the solution wiil be 6 x.101, _At this poim if we'. 
-Uddalak i\runi in Chandogya Upanish.ad, "The essential·. take a ·liundredth·part of the solution·tnen the- numbci: oi. - 
. natu·re Of the cause is to be inferred by the e.ssential nature molecuies.\\lill be 6' X lQ·I or o:6. It ·means that beyoi1d.-l2th. . 

~ ! '* • • ~ .. ..... • • 
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centesi~al or 24th de~imal potentisatiori, not even a single - of the-originalsubstanse present in a highly diluted solu-' 
-molecule of the· original substance is there in the medicine. . tion, the energy associated with 

0

thi~ subatomic. activity 
But the more commonly used medicines are 30th and beyond. should be present in the solvent (Hubbard, 197.7, 'pp 433-36). 
Hahnemann was aware of this paradox, He advanced the _The above two tentative approaches· to the explanation of 

reasoning that the P.roCeSS 9f dilution and succession released- tne activlty of high potencieshave some implications that 
a "spirit like power". Stuart Close adds, ":. : homoeopathic· ~an be tested in 'the laboratory. In· a series experiments in · 
potentiation (potentisation) is nothing more or. .less than a the 1950s, A Gay. and J Boiron demonstrated measurable di f 
physical process at.which the dynamic energy, latent in crude ferences between the capacitances (dielectric constants): of 
substances; is liberated, developed and modified for use as distilled water and of sodium chloride d~solv;d-in distilled· 
medicines" (Close, 1979, ·p 2'19). ' -. water and carried through stages. of dilution upto 10-605• 
Hahnemann by arguing jhat removal of symptoms itself Alsq, 'in -1931, Paterson and Boyd sfi~w~d that-the Schicktest, 

. meant cure from the disease and. by treating the question of conventionally used to determine the presence or absence of 
~ealth, disease, and power of medicine tocure at a dynamic immunity to diphtheria, can be altered through the 

. plane, elevates therri to ··a plane where .the contradiction administration of high.potencies of either alum precipitated . 
. in~nt in other systems of treatment does not operate. This to{oid-used by the allopaths in material doses to .induce 
it'1fself is a great advance in science and the applied science immunity-or of D.iphtherinum, a nosode prepared from a ·. 
of medicine. · .· 'dipqtheritic · membrane, There are' many more studies of · 

experiments to provethe effect o.f high potency drugs. Weiner 
' Homoeopathy, arid Its Detractors and Goss cite a few examples lnrheir book{Weiner and Goss, 

Homoeopaths and homoeopathic- treatment are i:nore 1982, PP 129-30). · · · ' . 
widespread than is normally :estimated. England is an· Another group of detractors allege that since homoeopathy ' 
important centre forhomoeopathic teaching and practice and is solely concerned with symptoms, ·· it ignores even such 

_homoeopathic doctors are part of the National -Health .cause(s) of the disease that modern science so powerfully 
Service.According to ari official estimate in-1972, there were establishes, like bacteria. Some go further and argue that even 

, more than 72;000 registered .homoeopaths ·i~ India. Other after the symptoms are removed as a result of homoeopathic , 
· · commonwealth countries like Australia, New Zealand and treatment, the cause remains and therefore the symptoms 

Canada have quite a significant number of homoeopaths. again reappear. Yet another criticisms is that since it tr-eats 
_ It is also taught and practised in the USA, France, Germany, intlivid_µal patients ~rid prescribes different ·di.ugs to different.~ 
. Switzerland and Holland. This in it:;elf should be sufficient persons suffering from similar symptoms; it is not suitable 
10 silence those who ridicule the homoeopathic system of in epidemic conditioi1s. · A surprisi_ng thing about such 
. treatinent by 'saying that there is no medicinaf substance in criticism is that they are levelled not by uninformed persons 
the drugs: · · but-' by highly informed 01;ies, by 'experts'. 
They can c6qvince tp.ems~lves. by the reasqni'ng advanced· Such criticisms spring from· a profound. igi10rance of 

· by Bernard and Stephenson. In an article written in· 1967"they_ HaJ-inemann's ·teachings and subsequent developmtmts in 
proposed that through the proces~ of dilution and succes- other_ fields of knowledge· and science. Iri section· 31 of 
sion, the.active substance acts as a template, communicating Organqn, · Hahnemann says: ""I-:he inimical forces, ·partly . 

• a field to the .solvent through the formation of polymer . psy.chial, partly physicahQ which our ferrestrial'.existenceis 
chains (gaint molecµlar aggregates) in the solvent. The three exposed, which ar~ termed morbific noxious agents, do not· 
dimensional structure o('such polymers would b'e. specific possess the power of morbidly deranging the health of man 
to each individual solute. Once the structural informational unconditionally, but ~ve are mad~ ill by th'em only \}'hen our 
content of ·the solute has 11e.en transmitted to the soivent . organism is sufficiently deposed "and susceptible to the"attack 
"through the formation of the polymer chains, the solute n.eed of the morbific cause ..... ·: ·. . . 
no. longer be present for the solvent to COl1JffiUnicate that We thus see that •Hahnemann not onl)' identifies "mor~ 
information to the buman qrganism (Bernard and Stephenson, bific n·oxious agents" but aiso explains the reason because t 
1967, pp 277-86). . . of which not every one succumbs tqbacteria though all n1ay · 
Mathew 'Iiubbard pointe-d-"out~in an artici'e fn 197~.tha~ be equally exposed to them. It would be interesting to note 

·when Avagadro formulate_d his law, matter was not believed t~at he recognised the presence of bacteria and attributed 
robe visible.beyond the level of the atom. Now, of course, to these animal forms, too minute for the eyes to see, many 
we have· identified· suliatomic particles, and one contem- forms of epidemic 'and acute i!inesses. He announced 'his 
porary model defines atoms aJ ordered waves of energy. Thus deductfons_in 1818, more than 60 year~ before Koch isolated 
when we study the phenomena associated with apparently the tub~rcle bacillus (Roberts,· i979,. pp 180-81) .. · · 
material-substances, we:are no longer restricted to the realm Sfuart Close says: · 

~ . ·of m~tter; matter and energy are interchangeable and are con- The real cause (of the disease) is the whole of these antecedents, and we.hive no ·right, philosophically speaking, to give the name 
,I..-. stantly being transformed from one 'form ·to the 0ther of thl' cause to one of them, exclu"sively of the .others .. • 

--· -!- ·. (according to the first law of thermodynamics, as electrons Also, · · · , 
jump from qne "orbit to anoth·er around the ~ucleus.of the Brilliiint· and successful as have been the attainments of 
atom,· radiation is released,· which can b·e measured bn a baderiologists in creating a new science' of sanitary cnginc_:ering, 
spectroscope). ~ach chemical• 'element hqs its '.own spec- they have failed1and must continue to fail, to establish bacieriblog\' 
t 

. "f' . . as the basis of' a therapeutics. . . 
. roscop1c · ,ngerpmit", which is produced l,Jy this - · 
characteristic pattern _of. radiation. 'He. proposed that the Further, · · - · . . In cholera;,forexample, admitting the existence and presen~e 

. energy releas~ from such moleculi:s of matter must permeate of the bacilli as one causative factor, we still ha\'e to reckon \\'ith 
· . ·an ~ntfre ~o_lution; thus, even if there· is not a single atom . sanitary, atmospheric and telluric conditions; with ·economic·and 
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social conditions and habits of life, with means and modes of of doctors ·or drug manufacturers; nor it can allow us to li'vc . 
transportation and intercommunication 'between individuals and passively unmindful or" the questions that shape our existence . 

. communirics; with individual physical, mental and emotional and unstirred by the need to better our social life, It wiH have 
states, etc., all of which are essential factors, in some cornbina- ,to identify the social, economic and ,pol'itical, aspects of the 
tion, in determining arid modifying the susceptibility of in- 
dividuals to the bacilli; for without some combination of these whole termed as health problem; propose concrete ways of 
factors, the bacilli is impotent and the disease would never occur solving them and mobilise people to solve these problems. 
(Close, 1979, pp 768-69). - :< Hence'those who arc oppressed in such a system .. of treat- 

We thus see that homoeopathy is closer to the modern con- · · ment and health care will have IO smuggle for developing 
ccpt ·of health care and preventive medicine than other. tomorrow's system of treatment; and health care. And in this 
systems-of treatment including allopatliy, · · struggle, homoeopathy can became a tool, ash frees us from 
Homoeopathic treatment has been successful in epidemics our dependence on those who are the targets of this struggle .. 

even during the lifetime o~ Hahnemann. Weiner and Goss But before homoeopathy becomes a, too] in this great 
give a detailed report of a survey conducted in England to struggle, it must rid itself of aJil "that is unsciendfic in it:-ancN·r ...,. 
determine the effectiveness of a· homoeopathic nosode, must not shy away doing so." The most important among · 
Influenzinum, This holds good for the diseases caused by them ,is its secretarianisnr that t_he believers and practit~crs · 
the vims also, Weiner and Goss.add a speculative note: of homoeopathy so stronglydisplay, Oneof the reasonsfor 

There is a, wide~pread concern about the dangers. of·the research· its secretarianism is d HC 10 attacks on "it and ifs inability to 
iri- bacterlological, warfare; scientists and the lay people alike meet these attackson the grounds of-science. This has been 
P?rtray the possible disastrous COliseque~ces of the escape ?f . so right from the-days of Hahnemann. So vicious has been, .. 
vlrul~nt organisms t~at ~ave been· speeif.ical}Y br:d, to. resi~~ this attack that even a man of his nature had to limit himsel[ 

· chemotherapy. Mysterious illnesses, such as 'legionnaire s disease , " , • . ., .. , . . · • . . . . 
'have also aroused public interest. ·The allopathic response to, to., The .physician's high andon!y rmssion ts to resto~e the 

. legionnaire's disease wasto search for a9 etiologic agent in order sick to-health, to cure, as. i_l is termed" ~Hahnen:iann, 1977, 
to aetermine the proper medicine to eradicate the hypothesised, p· 92). }:le also added a footnote to' it sayin&, '"his ,mi.ssion 
'bacteria' responsible. In theory, homoeopathic treatment could .is not, however, to constrnct' so called systems by interweav 
Y}eld i_.~pmsive result in such.i_n_stances f?r tw? reasons:(!) ~oth ing empty speculati~ns and hyp0theses conc~ming· the in 
snuauons.have the charact~nSllcs ,of epidemu:s, .hence a single rernal essential nature·,of the vital ·processes .and the mode 
remedyoragroupofremed1escouldbedetermmed·foreachpar- . 11• h d' . . ·. ·~. . .. ·. · '•b ·.. · ·f h 
.th:ular epideinic as the proper. treatment in·the majority of cases; in w ~c iseases ongmatt: H1 lhe_ i,~v1~1 le 11:~t:nor _0 t ~ 
and (2) since homoeopathy selects the remeqy on the basis of organism ,(whi:reon so many phystc.1ans have_ ~Hh~rto am 
symptom alone, ·identification of the organism involved would oitiousl_y w~sted tl1eir talctHS and their time} ... " But_ now 
not be necessary, nor fo would be necessary to de\'elop a the times have ch'anged, homoeopathy c·an meet this atta.ck 
chemothcrapeut_ic agent that had the specifi.c effe~t of cradjcating. fully. Besides, h·istory Trns· put a different task before. socfe- . 

.' tUhatdor_g1a?ism.h • . . 'fi · f h .· th t·h . ty, .especiaMy in poor and e:xploited countries. fr .more arid - n et yrng t · e spec, 1c precepts o • omoeopa y ere 1s- . ·. . .• . · . · r · · , · · 1 11 t · 1 1 It t · 0 . 1 e more persons are embracmg ·homoeopathy and are even 
~ Vlt891St1Clp4)rmSClp _et. la5.· l~ C eal_r y sphe "Of~ mt' rgaf,nthon tS C- . struggJin.g for" its transform. atfo. n, ;the. nit 0. nlyunder.l incs the. 
uons to-. • . . ectlon · · v1sua 1sest e a ,ec ,on o e mor- h' -· 1, • . . • L · ·.. · • • • • 
b'dJ.· d ·· d · · · rk d · ( 't I t · )" · d "th· · 1s~onca task. And given t11e soe1atneedand1 the historical. 1 

)1'. er.fanhge spmtd-l1 ,e y~amb,ils ·via ·· orce · .adn d.b· e task, necessary forces wilil' come forward·tohelp in\his g;eal 
tota Hy o, t e outwar · y cogmza e symptoms pro uce ', y ·t · . . •" . . . . . , · - . · ._ . 
· · h · · d · h . .1 d· . rans1ormat1on. . . 1t m f. e orgamsil! an · represe.ntmg t e ex1stmg ma a y, con- ·· · 
stitute a whole'.' This ·vitalistic principle at the heart of the References 
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What. wo~ld' tomorr~w's system of treatment an~ health 
care be like? It can, never allow humans to suffer tor the profit 

treatment. 
Hahntmann believed that'diseases entered tqe·body in the 

form or'miasms~ subtle, imperceptible s1;1bstances as !'im 
perceptible as the vitalJorce it_selr'. He divided· alkdiseases 
into two broad categories: :(IJ Acute difease Of actue miasm: . 

. These are\iipid in devel.opm_eilt and haye a.defii:iite· course 
consisting bf three phases: (a,) a prodromal period of onset; 
(b) a period of progress and ,(c) a p~riod of declin_e." The vital 
force.ts generallyable of curing itself in such cases provided· 
the attack on ,the org~ism is not so violent as to cause death. 
(2)Chronic diseases or chronic miasm: There is .again a pro 
:clromal perlqd and a period of progress of the disease but. 
·there is no ,perfod of d~cline. The vital force is not able or 
curingitseJf. Undl!r certaincirc~unstances ,the chronic dise~se 
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